IMPORTANT INFORMATION

ONSITE CHECK-IN & REGISTRATION:

WEDNESDAY | 9:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M. | CONFERENCE LOBBY
THURSDAY | 7:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M. | SHAVANO OFFICE/FOYER
FRIDAY | 7:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M. | SHAVANO OFFICE/FOYER

CONFERENCE APP:
Download the “ATTENDIFY” app, and then search for APA Colorado

WEDNESDAY – OCTOBER 3, 2018

11:00 A.M. – 1:30 P.M. WELCOME ADDRESS & LUNCH

1.5 CMs
Room(s) - Red Cloud & Shavano

Erin Jones
Leveraging Our Collective Stories to Better Serve Community

Erin Jones has been involved in and around schools for the past 26 years. She has taught in a variety of environments, from predominantly Black to predominantly White to some of the most diverse communities in the nation. Erin received an award as the Most Innovative Foreign Language Teacher in 2007, while working at Stewart Middle School in Tacoma and was the Washington State Milken Educator of the Year in 2008, while teaching at Rogers High School in Spokane. She received recognition at the White House in March of 2013 as a "Champion of Change" and was Washington State PTA’s “Outstanding Educator” in 2015. After serving as a classroom teacher and instructional coach, Erin worked as an executive for two State Superintendents. Erin left the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction 5 years ago to work in college-access at the school district level. She left her job to run as a candidate for State Superintendent and was the first Black woman to run for any state office in Washington state, a race she lost by a mere 1%. Erin has two children in college, one who works full-time and plays rugby, and a husband, James, who is a teacher in North Thurston School District.
1:30 – 4:30 P.M.  MOBILE WORKSHOPS

3 CMs
Meet at Registration Desk

Main Street of the Rockies: Frisco’s Changing Downtown

Speakers:
- Bill Gibson, AICP | Assistant Community Development Director, Town of Frisco
- Diane McBride | Assistant Town Manager / Recreation & Culture Director, Town of Frisco
- Elena Scott, LEED AP | Principal, Norris Design
- Steve Sigler, ASLA CLARB | Landscape Architect, Logan Simpson | Sponsor!
- Michael Chalona, PLA | Senior Associate/Landscape Architect, Logan Simpson | Sponsor!
- Melissa Sherburne, AICP | Brynn Grey Partners and Frisco Town Council Member

Take a walking tour of Frisco’s Main Street from the Historic Park & Museum to the Frisco Bay Marina. Learn about efforts to preserve and enhance Frisco’s eclectic “Small Mountain Town Character” through a multi-faceted approach including support for small businesses, unique special events, public improvements, and integration of long-range master plans.

3 CM
Meet at Registration Desk

The Changing Climate of Ski Areas

Speakers:
- Joyce Allgaier, AICP | Community Development Director, Town of Frisco
- Kent Sharp | President/CEO, SE Group | Sponsor!
- Dave Belin | Director of Consulting Services, RRC Associates

Learn about the latest trends in ski area development influenced by changing skier demographics, USFS policy, and climate change that are driving investments and new amenities. Learn from Ski area management and leading experts in the field of multi-season ski area design, NEPA permitting, and economic analysis. Tour Keystone and Arapahoe Basin base villages and on-mountain recreational amenities while discussing changing environmental considerations, skier visitor demographics, and new uses/expansion plans.

1:45 – 3:15 P.M>

NETWORKING HOUR | Appy Hour

Discussion Leaders:
- Maureen Paz de Araujo, FAICP CEP CTP | Wilson & Company | Sponsor!
- TJ Dlubac, AICP | RG Engineers | Sponsor!
- Matthew Nilsen | CU Denver MURP Student

Room - Grays Peak I

Come get your app questions answered. Learn what the features can do to help make your conference experience more streamlined. This is an informal, come-and-go event. Feel free to drop by even if you don’t have an APP question! Drinks and light snacks provided.
### 1:45 – 5:00 P.M. WORKSHOPS

**3 CMs**  
*Room - Grays Peak III*

**Breaking Down Barriers Through Better Connections: Highway 6 (Keystone) Mobility Improvements Workshop**

**Speakers:**
- Dan Roussin | Region E Access Manager, CDOT
- Tom Gosiorowski, P.E. | Director, Summit County Public Works
- Robert Knickrehm | Director Base Operations, Keystone Resort
- Don Reimer, P.E., AICP | Planning Director, Summit County Planning Department

Learn by doing at this hands-on workshop while giving back to the local community! Highway 6 through Keystone is a four-lane highway that provides important travel routes for freight, transit, tourism and local residents. Crossing it on foot or bike? Now that’s a challenge! Join staff from CDOT, Summit County Public Works, and Keystone Transit to help break down the barrier and provide safer, more efficient connections for all. At this workshop, attendees will create a range of solutions for potential implementation in the short, mid and long-term. Registrants will receive a packet for review in advance of the workshop.

**3 CMs**  
*Room(s) - Red Cloud & Shavano*

**GETTING PREPPED FOR THE KEYSTONE IN YOUR PLANNING CAREER: The AICP Exam Prep Workshop**

**Speaker:**
- Allison Crump, AICP | Professional Development Officer

The AICP fall exam is just around the corner. Our Professional Development Officer will be conducting a study session for those preparing for the November exam. This 180-minute workshop will review the various topical areas; include a practice test and discussion of questions.

### 1:45 – 3:15 P.M. BREAKOUTS

**1.5 CMs**  
*Room(s) - Crestone I & II*

**LAW: 2018 LEGISLATIVE UPDATE**

**Speakers:**
- Eric Heil, Esq., AICP | Owner, Heil Law & Planning LLC | **Sponsor!**
- Sol Malick, Registered Colorado Lobbyist | Owner, Peak Government Affairs
- Susan Wood, ACIP | Planning Project Manager @ RTD

The APA Colorado Legislative Committee and Peak Government Affairs will get you up to speed on the latest happenings in the 2018 Colorado Legislature. Get your annual law fix with a comprehensive legal update for 2018 including a briefing of the 2018 Legislative Session, and a review of case law related to land planning over the last year.

**1.5 CMs**  
*Rm(s) - Crestone III & IV*

**Historic Preservation in the Atomic Age: Finding and Preserving Mid-Century Architecture and History from Steel Towns to Ski Towns**

**Speakers:**
- Julie Ann Woods, FAICP, MLA | Community Development Director, Town of Snowmass Village
- Wade Broadhead | Planning Director, City of Florence
- Amy Simon | Historic Preservation Officer, City of Aspen Community Development Department
The “Snowmass-at-Aspen” Ski Resort opened on December 15, 1967 with great fan-fare – conceived as a ski-in, ski-out resort, on the slopes of Snowmass Mountain and on the coat tails of its wildly successful sister city, Aspen. Incorporated as Snowmass Village in 1977, is 40 or 50 years of history enough to begin taking up the baton for a “historic preservation” program showcasing mid-century modern architecture? Two hundred miles to the southeast, the “Steel City of the Plains”, Pueblo, has embraced its mid-century “blue collar modernism” architecture, recognizing the cool neighborhoods that are finding their way into Millennials’ hands, but has yet to designate these neighborhoods as “historic”. What is holding them back? And back in the mountains, the City of Aspen has one of the most mature and successfully preserved mid-century architecture programs that include skier chalets, kit-built Panabodes and contemporary homes. Why is this program so successful? By comparing and contrasting the differences in mid-century architecture in all three communities, and the stages of preservation in each, town planners may discover that neglecting their atomic age heritage and mid-century architectural gems could cost them if preservation isn’t on their “radar”.

### The Future of Retail: Active Ground Floors & In-Person Sales in an E-Commerce World

Speakers:
- Jay Renkens, AICP | Principal, MIG, Inc. | Sponsor!
- Andy Rutz, CNU-A | Project Manager, MIG, Inc. | Sponsor!
- Kelly First | Community Development Director, City of Lone Tree
- Sung Han | Associate, Clarion Associates | Sponsor!

For years, to enliven the streetscape, cities have been crafting regulations to encourage or mandate building forms with active commercial ground floors. At the same time, in-person retail sales are declining. Required ground floor spaces often sit vacant for months or years, and some of them may never be economically viable. As questions loom about the future of retail in the face of e-commerce innovations, we need to better understand the long-term future of retailing and explore how cities can catalyze a dynamic, resilient urban environment in spite of these trends. We also need to explore how Colorado’s experience may differ from national trends.

### Tiny Homes, Big Ideas: Alternative Housing, Conventional Reality

Speakers:
- Rachel Shindman, AICP | Associate, Economic & Planning Systems
- Andrew Knudtsen, CCIM | Managing Principal, Economic & Planning Systems
- Jonas DiCaprio | Design Platform
- Dan Osborn | Senior Planner, Summit County
- Jennifer Waters, EIT | Tiny House Builder

Ubiquitous in popular culture and increasingly lauded as a solution to housing affordability – what’s real, and what’s clever marketing? Are Tiny Homes revolutionizing the housing market, or a peripheral niche product? Unlike reality TV, this conversation needs to be grounded in conventional regulations and economics. Regulatory, economic, and construction perspectives will be discussed, and two Colorado developments – one in progress, one existing – will be used to examine the promises and pitfalls of Tiny Homes.

### 3:15 – 3:30 P.M. BREAK | Sponsored by

---

3:15 – 3:30 P.M. BREAK | Sponsored by

---
3:30 – 5:00 P.M  NETWORKING HOUR | APA, APA Colorado & National Community Planning Month

Discussion Leaders:
- Cynthia Bowen, FAICP | APA President
- Michelle Stephens, AICP | APA Colorado President
- Mehgie Tabor, AICP | APA Colorado VP Communications
- Nick Vander Kwaak | APA Colorado VP External Affairs

Need help planning your community’s celebration of National Community Planning Month? Have questions about APA or APA Colorado? Then come for a minute or stay for a while and talk to APA and APA Colorado leaders.

3:30 – 5:00 P.M.  BREAKOUTS

1.5 CMs  ETHICS: Navigating Ethical Pitfalls in Planning

Room(s) - Crestone I & II

Speakers:
- Tareq Wafaie, AICP | Principal, Clarion Associates | Sponsor!
- Erica Heller, AICP | Vice President, SAFEbuilt | Sponsor!
- Abe Barge, AICP | Principal City Planner, City of Denver

What does the AICP Code of Ethics mean in everyday practice? A team of planner-actors will demonstrate how planning dilemmas relate to the AICP Code of Ethics as audience members discuss ethical pitfalls that arise in common planning scenarios. Light-hearted skits will set the stage for challenging decisions that provide greater insight into the AICP Code of Ethics.

1.5 CMs  The New Era of Neighborhood Transportation Management and Speed Mitigation

Room(s) - Torrey III & IV

Speakers:
- Ryan Noles, AICP | Transportation Planner II, City of Boulder
- Andrew Iltis, AICP | Senior Planner, Atkins Global
- Morgan Whitcomb, P.E. | Neighborhood Transportation Manager, City & County of Denver Public Works – Transportation & Mobility Division

Traffic calming techniques and city programs that target speeding traffic in neighborhoods are not new practices, but the recent invigorated focus on active transportation and safety for vulnerable roadway users is giving cities across the country a good reason to revamp and reinvest in traffic calming programs. This session will explore the recent development of Boulder’s Neighborhood Speed Management Program and Denver’s Neighborhood Transportation Management Program. Both Boulder and Denver recently worked to create their programs through public participation and by employing best practices in the field. These programs are helping these cities achieve Vision Zero by slowing speeding drivers in residential areas and enhancing pedestrian crossings, which can reduce the frequency and severity of crashes, and improve community vitality and conditions for people walking and riding bikes. Denver’s program is also being used to more effectively engage with neighborhood residents in the delivery of citywide mobility and maintenance programs.

GOLD SPONSORS

CLARION

FELSBURG HOLT & ULELVIG

connecting & enhancing communities
1.5 CMs  Smart Mobility Colorado: Hype vs. Potential

**Moderator:** Susan A. Wood, AICP | Planning Project Manager, Environmental

**Speakers:**
- Brian T. Welch, AICP | Senior Manager, RTD
- Michael King | Alternate Fuels & Technology Planner, Multimodel Planning Branch at CDOT
- Jason Longsdorf, AICP | Senior Transportation Planner, HDR, Inc.
- Jacob Riger, AICP | Long-Range Transportation Planning Manager, DRCOG

Do we envision Dystopia or Utopia? The hype is off the charts, particularly in tech and trade journals, regarding the impending smart mobility transformation. What changes are most likely, and which are least likely? Who benefits and who will be left behind? This session will provide up-to-date insights – based on the Mobility Choice Blueprint’s groundbreaking research – to help planners proactively plan for the best people, planet, and prosperity outcomes.

1.5 CMs  Autonomous Vehicles: Preparing Your Community for this Panacea (Or Is It a Bête Noir?)

**Speakers:**
- Patrick Picard, AICP | Transportation Planner, Fehr & Peers
- Chris Breiland, P.E. | Principal, Fehr & Peers
- Carly Sieff, AICP | Senior Planner, Fehr & Peers
- Bill Mahar, AICP | Senior Associate, Norris Design

Autonomous vehicles are increasingly touted as the savior to many planning challenges. As with any new technology, it’s easier to imagine the benefits than predict all the tradeoffs. In this session, we will explore the results of modeling AVs in the Denver region and other areas. What are the impacts on VMT and mode share? What are the implications to policy, safety, parking and urban design? We will use keypad polling to gauge viewpoints and facilitate an interactive discussion on how to address these challenges.

5:30 – 8:30 P.M.  OPENING RECEPTION: Lakeside Adventure

Join us at the Keystone Adventure Center in Lakeside Village for a night of networking and fun. We’ll have a photo booth and, weather permitting, paddleboats, bands and much more. Light appetizers and beverages will be provided. Stick around and order dinner from the bar/restaurant from our special event menu. The DJ will stick around until 10:00 pm, so you can dance the night away.

**GOLD SPONSORS**

![Gridics](#)  ![MIG](#)
8:00 – 10:15 A.M.  BREAKFAST | AWARDS | KEYNOTE ADDRESS

8-9:00 A.M.  2018 Chapter Awards Ceremony

Presented by the APA Colorado Board and Awards Committee
Support good planning as we recognize our 2018 APA Colorado Chapter Award winners. Award winners will be announced and presented their crystal award before our Keynote speaker.

9-10:15 A.M.  KEYNOTE ADDRESS

1 CM

JOHN TOLVA

Room(s) - Red Cloud & Shavano

John Tolva is a co-founder of CityFi, an urban change management consultancy dedicated to enabling smart, sustainable cities through innovative public-private partnerships, triple bottom line policymaking and human centric technology. His career has focused on developing and applying technology to improve the urban environment. From 2011 to 2013 he was Chief Technology Officer for the City of Chicago, leveraging technology to streamline public services through more efficient data-sharing, digital communications, and next-generation infrastructure. In 2012, the White House recognized John as a ‘Champion of Change’ as part of a group of creative individuals engaged in building stronger communities through innovative approaches to problem-solving.

Cities As Platforms: Towards a State-Wide Living Laboratory

More than 20% of the traffic on the Internet today is sensor-based. The sidewalk you’re walking on is transmitting as much data as every fourth text of the pedestrian walking on it. Our cities are platforms. And they need to be designed as if it were a piece of information technology. Let’s have a conversation about what that means.

10:15 A.M. – 1:15 P.M.  MOBILE WORKSHOPS

3 CMs  Turning the River Right-Side-Up: Restoring the Dredge-Mined Swan River Valley

Meet at Registration Desk
A few spots remain on this tour. Purchase tickets for $40 at the registration desk

Speakers:
- Jason Lederer, CPESC, LEED AP | Senior Resource Specialist, Summit County Open Space & Trails

Tour the nearby Swan River restoration site showcasing the value of restoring mine-scarred landscapes to functional open space, techniques and challenges faced during the restoration process, and the importance of strong partnerships to realize common goals. This tour will include three stops in the Swan River valley, including a visit to an abandoned dredge boat site, a recently restored section of river, and a remaining dredged scarred section of the valley. The trip will include a short (approx. half mile) walk through the recently restored section of the valley, which is currently close to the public.
THURSDAY – OCTOBER 4, 2018

3 CM  Keeping It Real Through Workforce Housing

Meet at Registration Desk

Speakers:
- Laurie Best, AICP | Manager, Town of Breckenridge Housing Program
- Sarah Meggison | Housing Planner, Summit County Housing Department
- Nichole Rex | Housing Planner, Town of Breckenridge

Tour workforce housing developments in and around Breckenridge including new construction as well as more mature local neighborhoods. Attendees will learn how a variety of tools and strategies, funding options, partnerships, and a voter-authorized tax are making a difference for locals. The tour will include for sale neighborhoods as well as rentals at a variety of price points. We will share lots of lessons learned and tips.

A few spots remain on this tour. Purchase tickets for $40 at the registration desk

10:30 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.  NETWORKING HOUR | Decision-Making for Capital Projects

Workshop Leaders:
- Denise Aten, AICP | Vice President, Bohannan Huston (BHI) | Sponsor!
- Will Gleason, AICP, LEED AP | Principal, Dekker/Perich/Sabatini (DPS)
- Andrew Knudtsen | Managing Principal, Economic & Planning Systems (EPS)

Room - Grays Peak I

How do you get political leaders, city staff, developers, and local residents to all agree on what capital project they build next? Short Answer: You don’t. However, you can create a process, which allows for a more equitable, comprehensive, and defensible decision-making approach. With our combined perspectives in land use planning, transportation planning, and economics, our experienced panel will share ideas on how to apply this approach. There will be examples, brainstorming opportunities, humor, and snacks! Please join Denise Aten (BHI), Will Gleason (DPS), and Andrew Knudtsen (EPS) for an hour of “planner” fun.

10:30 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.  BREAKOUTS

1.5 CMs  LAW: Planning by Direct Democracy: What’s A Planner To Do With Initiatives and Referenda?

Room(s) - Crestone I & II

Speakers:
- Brian Connoly, Attorney | Shareholder, Otten Johnson | Sponsor!
- Timothy Cox, Attorney | Partner, Michow Cox & McAskin, LLP

The right to initiative and referendum is secured to the voters by the Colorado Constitution, and it is frequently used in connection with planning and zoning issues. Lakewood, for example, is currently facing an initiative that would restrict the issuance of building permits for new development, and other Colorado jurisdictions are seeing similar voter-initiated measures of importance to planners. This session will discuss the legal aspects of initiatives and referenda as well as practical strategies for planners to survive the political storms involved with them.

1.5 CMs  Green Infrastructure for Downtown Colorado

Room(s) - Crestone III & IV

Speakers:
- Riley Cavanaugh | Candidate, CU Masters of the Environment Sustainability Planning & Management
- Cristina Ramirez | Candidate, CU Masters of the Environment Sustainability Planning & Management
- Alec Sabatini, A.E.P. | Candidate, CU Masters of the Environment Sustainability Planning and Management
Green infrastructure can be a valuable tool when planning attractive downtown streets, but its use is most often associated with ultra-urban environments. We will address the actual and perceived barriers to implementation, as well as the multitude of benefits green infrastructure can provide. This presentation highlights findings from a newly created resource developed by CU Masters of the Environment students for incorporating green infrastructure into Colorado communities of all sizes.

1.5 CMs
Room(s) - Torrey I & II

Process for Play: Building Partnerships and Organizing Stakeholders in Parks and Recreation Master Planning

Speakers:
- Amanda Jeter, PLA, LEED GA | Associate, Design Workshop
- Steve Hebert, AICP | Deputy City Manager, City of Lone Tree
- Sarah Washburn, PLA | Manager of Parks and Urban Design, City of Arvada
- Anna Laybourn, AICP | Principal, Design Workshop

Imagining the future of parks, recreation and open space on the Front Range demands the synthesis of many perspectives. Stakeholders can range from equestrian trail activists to savvy developers to city council members facing reelection. Hear perspectives from consultants, municipal planners and landscape architects on successful tools from recent Colorado master plans in Denver, Arvada, Boulder, Centennial, Lone Tree, Colorado Springs and Carbondale.

1.5 CMs
Room(s) - Torrey III & IV

People, Place & Culture: Reinventing our built environment and meaningfully integrating health

Speakers:
- Jay Renkens, AICP | Principal, MIG Inc. | Sponsor!
- Andy Rutz, CNU-A | Project Manager, MIG Inc. | Sponsor!
- Gretchen Armijo, MURP, AICP, LEED AP | Built Environment Administrator CCD
- Chris Parezo, AICP | Principal, Civitas Inc.
- Beth Vogelsang, AICP | Owner & Principal, OV Consulting
- Adam Perkins, AICP | Urban Planning Manager, Downtown Denver Partnership

Cities around the world are rethinking the traditional definition of a street, going beyond the prioritization of vehicles and placing the emphasis back on people. Organizations like WalkScore, ULI, APA and others have contributed greatly to championing mixed-use, compact, walkable communities that can help us to meet individual health goals like 10,000 steps/day. Look at how Denver’s 5280 Loop is answering how to transform a network of streets into iconic shared spaces that will continue to move people, connect neighborhoods and celebrate the culture of the residents. Further the discussion about how we should design our built environment in a way that ensures healthy behavior rather than requiring residents to set aside time in their busy days to pursue a healthy lifestyle.

12:00 – 1:30 P.M.

ROUNDTABLES

1 CM
Room - Grays Peak III
(PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED)

New Ruralism in STaR Communities

Speakers:
- Jessica Garrow, AICP | Community Development Director, City of Aspen
- John Shephard, AICP | Planning Manager, Archuleta County
New Ruralism is a concept that has garnered research support from the APA Chapter Presidents Council and the APA Divisions Council. Planners in Small Town and Rural communities are often dealing with declining and aging populations, businesses leaving for other communities, shrinking tax bases, and reduced levels of service. In order to address these issues and thrive, small towns need to take bold steps to harness existing assets while also attracting and retaining businesses, residents, visitors, and tax dollars. In many ways, New Ruralism is the Small Town answer to New Urbanism. What are the keys to sustainable locally grown initiatives that are helping certain small towns to thrive, and how can we enhance, proliferate and preserve those characteristics? Learn from examples shared by the New England Planning Chapter in their groundbreaking study of New Ruralism, and examples from the Small Town and Rural Planning Division, including examples from Colorado, Indiana, and Georgia. Then participate in discussion with fellow planners about what best practices can be used in your community to ensure prosperous economies and strengthen small town quality of life.

Women in the Workplace – A Synopsis and Call to Action

Speakers:
- Molly Veldkamp, AICP | Senior Transportation Planner, Apex Design
- Jessica Hernandez, AICP | Senior Transportation Planner, Apex Design

Join us for a round table discussion of the 2017 Women in the Workplace report. “Women remain underrepresented at every level in corporate America, despite earning more college degrees than men for thirty years and counting. There is a pressing need to do more, and most organizations realize this: company commitment to gender diversity is at an all-time high for the third year in a row. Despite this commitment, progress continues to be too slow – and may even be stalling. One of the most powerful reasons for this is a simple one: we have blind spots when it comes to diversity, and we can’t solve problems that we don’t see or understand clearly.” Join us for a round table discussion of the 2017 Women in the Workplace report. We will review the latest data from 222 companies and more than 70,000 employees and talk about what we can do in our organization to promote equity in our workplaces and projects.

1:30 – 4:30 P.M. MOBILE WORKSHOPS

3 CMs Playing Nice in the Sandbox – Collaborative planning at the Frisco Peninsula Recreation

Meet at Registration Desk

Speakers:
- Susan Lee, AICP | Community Planner, Town of Frisco
- Elena Scott, LEED AP | Principal, Norris Design
- Diane McBride | Assistant Town Manager / Recreation & Culture Director, Town of Frisco

Learn about the planning efforts behind the success of Frisco’s Peninsula Recreation Area (PRA). Finding common ground amongst competing uses, this year-round multi-use park required a collaborative effort between the Town of Frisco, the USFS, CDOT, and Summit County. Tour the PRA facilities and hear about lessons learned in the creation of the PRA’s mountain biking network, disc golf course, skate park, Nordic system, tubing hill, pump track, and other amenities that have become a recreational hub and an economic driver for Frisco.

2.5 CM Cruise the Snake to the Lake: Biking the Snake River Corridor

Meet at Registration Desk

Tour starts on the trail at 1:40

Speakers:
- Mike Wurzel | Resource Specialist, Summit County Open Space & Trails

Tour the popular Summit Recreation Path from Keystone to Dillon, showcasing how this pathway is the central spine of recreation and connectivity for visitors and locals. See new related improvements at the Dillon amphitheater, integrated playground and marina, and nature preserve.
1:45 – 5:00 P.M.  WORKSHOP

3 CMs  Integrating Land Planning and Water Conservation

*Room – Grays Peak III*

**Speakers:**
- Anne Miller, AICP | Senior Planner, Colorado Department of Local Affairs
- **Jeremy Stapleton** | Director of Climate Resilience, Sonoran Institute | **Sponsor**!
- Jim Holway, FAICP | Director, Babbitt Center – Land & Water at the Lincoln Institute | **Sponsor**!
- Erin Rugland | Junior Research Fellow, Babbitt Center at the Lincoln Institute | **Sponsor**!

Learn about the latest efforts and best comprehensive plans in Colorado that integrate land planning and water conservation. Representatives from Department of Local Affairs, the Babbitt Center for Land and Water Policy, the Sonoran Institute and Lincoln Institute of Land Policy will review land and water planning, discuss the first water planning workshop held in the fall of 2017 in Keystone, and discuss tools and training to assist communities in developing their own plans.

1:45 – 3:15 P.M.  NETWORKING HOUR | Modern Sustainability: Exploring the Value of Environmental Monitoring

*Room - Grays Peak I*

**Workshop Leaders:**
- Brent Buck | President & CEO, Ajax Analytics

Come grab a drink, some snacks and mingle with staff from organizations and agencies that can provide resources and support to unlock your community’s revitalization opportunities. Hosted by the Colorado Brownfields Partnership, this networking shindig includes representatives from the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment’s Brownfields Program, Community Builders, the Colorado Main Street Program, and Downtown Colorado, Inc. So swing by to check out the different types of resources and assistance available and talk to people who can help you get that tricky project unstuck!

1:45 – 3:15 P.M.  BREAKOUTS

1.5 CMs  ETHICS: Promoting Equity Through Resilience Planning

*Room(s) - Crestone I & II*

**Speakers:**
- Andrew Rumbach | Assistant Professor, CU Denver
- Rob Pressly | Resiliency Program Manager, Colorado Resiliency & Recovery Office at the Colorado Department of Local Affairs
- Sarah Hernandez, MPH | Director of Policy, Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment
- Susan Wood, AICP | Planning Project Manager, RTD
- Carmen Ramirez | Community & Neighborhood Resources Manager, City of Longmont

Colorado communities are increasingly interested in community resilience as a goal that will help them adapt and thrive to changing environmental, social, and economic conditions. Some communities and groups are more vulnerable to shocks and stresses than others, however, which make equity a central concern in community resilience planning. This panel will bring together experienced researchers and practitioners to discuss the tools and approaches that can help give meaningful voice to underrepresented groups within the resilience planning process.
**THURSDAY – OCTOBER 4, 2018**

### 1.5 CMs

**Room(s) - Crestone III & IV**

**Don’t Forget What’s Already There**

**Speakers:**
- Don Elliott, FAICP | Director, Clarion Associates | *Sponsor*
- Andrea Amonick | Manager, Aurora Urban Renewal Authority
- Susan Powers | President, Urban Ventures, LLC
- Tareq Wafaie, AICP | Principal, Clarion Associates | *Sponsor*

Despite planner’s desire for infill development and redevelopment, many plans and zoning ordinances are actually based on “greenfield” thinking that does not adequately respect the existing context of the area and difficult and expense of changing that context. This session will explore two good examples of adaptive reuse that used creative thinking to reinforce (rather than replace) existing structures and urban fabric, as well as new trends in more flexible accommodation of nonconforming uses and structures.

### 1.5 CMs

**Room(s) - Torrey I & II**

**Hyperloop: Future Reality or Just a Pipe Dream**

**Speakers:**
- Nick VanderKwaak, AICP | Transportation Planner, AECOM | *Sponsor*
- Lindsey Sousa, AICP, LEED AP | Transportation Planning Manager, AECOM | *Sponsor*
- Peter Kozinski, P.E. | Director, CDOT RoadX Program
- Alan Eckman, P.E. | Vice President Transportation, AECOM | *Sponsor*

The latest transportation buzz is on emerging high-speed technologies such as Hyperloop and Arrivo, and Colorado is at the forefront of potential locations. These technologies have the potential to transform mobility and goods movement but would need to integrate with and enhance local communities to be successful. Come hear about the latest technologies and their implications for local communities.

### 1.5 CMs

**Room(s) - Torrey III & IV**

**Building for the Future: Growing the Manufacturing and Industrial Sectors in Colorado**

**Speakers:**
- Matt Prosser | Vice President, Economic & Planning Systems
- Josh Birks | Economic Health Director, City of Fort Collins
- Chris Markuson | Director of Economic Development & Geographic Information Systems, Pueblo County
- Elliot Kilham | Associate, Economic & Planning Systems

Manufacturing and industrial development have changed rapidly in the last 50 years, and the rate of disruption and innovation is unlikely to slow anytime soon. Automation is increasing productivity, but decreasing well-paying, middle-income jobs. Driven by demands of online retailers, distribution space is getting bigger and its appetite for land growing larger. Meanwhile, manufacturing and light industrial are getting smaller and more and more looking for infill sites in urban environments. This session reviews trends in manufacturing and industrial in the nation and Colorado and examines how local three communities in the state have used land use tools and incentives to adapt to changes and support employment growth.

---

**3:15 – 3:30 P.M. BREAK | Sponsored by**

**ORION**

*Planning + Design*
3:30 – 5:00 P.M. NETWORKING HOUR | Free Resources for Community Revitalization

**Workshop Leaders:**
- Jillian Sutherland, AICP | Director of Programs, Community Builders
- Gayle Langley | Program Coordinator, Colorado Main Street
- Katherine Correll | Executive Director, Downtown Colorado, Inc.
- Mark Rudolph | Superfund, Brownfields and Voluntary Cleanup, Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment
- Kyle Sandor | Environmental Protection Specialist II, Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment
- Jesse Silverstein | Vice President & Senior Economist, Development Research Partners

**Room - Grays Peak I**

Come grab a drink, some snacks and mingle with staff from organizations and agencies that can provide resources and support to unlock your community’s revitalization opportunities. Hosted by the Colorado Brownfields Partnership, this networking shindig includes representatives from the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment’s Brownfields Program, Community Builders, the Colorado Main Street Program, and Downtown Colorado, Inc. So swing by to check out the different types of resources and assistance available and talk to people who can help you get that tricky project unstuck!

3:30 – 5:00 P.M. BREAKOUTS

**1.5 CMs**

**Room(s) - Crestone I & II**

**Denver's Blueprint for an Inclusive City**

**Speakers:**
- **Jay Renkens**, AICP | Principal, MIG Inc. | **Sponsor**
- **Laura Brudzynski** | Manager of Housing Policy, City and County of Denver, Office of Economic Development
- **Andy Rutz**, CNU-A | Project Manager, MIG Inc. | **Sponsor**

Between 2010 and 2015 Denver’s population increased by almost 14%, adding 83,000 new residents. While the city’s strong economy and positive growth bring many benefits, there are also major challenges. Perhaps the most concerning is a surge in housing prices and an increasing number of people — including teachers, families, and the elderly -- who can no longer afford to call the city home.

With affordability on the forefront of Denverites’ minds, the City is advancing major plans and initiatives to create a more equitable future. This includes Blueprint Denver, a community-driven plan with a bold vision for harnessing Denver’s growth so that it fosters equity among all neighborhoods, mitigates involuntary displacement, and results in land use regulations that encourage innovative solutions to the housing crisis.

Blueprint Denver is complemented by Housing an Inclusive Denver, to be adopted this fall. This five-year action plan prioritizes the city’s policies, programs, and investments to address Denver’s housing needs across the entire housing continuum. It recognizes the uniqueness of the city’s neighborhoods by advancing tools that are tailored to a wide variety of neighborhood types and housing needs.

---

**APP SPONSOR**

**WiFi SPONSOR**

**E-SPONSOR**

**Wilson & Company**

**Master of Urban and Regional Planning**

**College of Architecture & Planning**

**University of Colorado, Denver**

---
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A Municipal Staff Planner’s Survival Guide: Hints, Tips, & Tricks for Planners in Local Government

Speakers:
- Jennifer Jones, AICP | Senior Planner, Town of Monument
- Steve Timms, AICP | Planning Manager, City of Commerce City
- Paul Workman | Senior Planner, Town of Parker

A discussion of the challenges of daily Planning work in municipal government, with a focus on project management and public hearings. Is there a more effective way to perform development review? Should your staff report template be updated? Can you improve your effectiveness and efficiency by setting up simple processes? How do you deal with vocal neighborhood opposition? What if your elected/appointed officials don’t understand Planning? Hints, tips, tricks, and examples will be presented to facilitate a discussion about handling the difficult challenges regularly faced by staff planners.

Planners to Managers

Speakers:
- Russell Forrest, AICP | City Manager, City of Gunnison
- April Getchius, AICP | Town Manager, Town of Timnath
- Dara MacDonald | Town Manager, Town of Crested Butte

Planners are often thrust into leadership roles by facilitating and managing large public projects, which can fundamentally affect the future of our communities. We also celebrate when promotions occur from planner I, to Senior Planner, and then Planning Director. The common attribute that leads to these opportunities is leadership. However, despite the myth, “very few natural born leaders” occur in a work place. In reality, developing quality leaders and managers requires training and experience-like most things in life. This session will provide practical advice from City/Town managers, who are also planners, on how to achieve your leadership goals whether that involves managing complex projects or being the City Manager.

Incorporating Young Voices in Transportation Planning

Speakers:
- Darcy Kitching | Boulder Program Director, Walk2Connect
- Morgan Huber | Transportation Planner, Apex Design, PC
- Katie Guthrie, AICP | Principal City Planner, City of Loveland Public Works Department

This powerful panel will share with you three ways to meaningfully engage young people in your transportation and city planning projects. Walk2Connect, WTS TransportationYOU, and the City of Loveland will discuss the power of including young people in planning from fun and informative activities to deep-dive engagement techniques. During this interactive session, you too can participate in a meaningful way and learn how authentic engagement of young people can be incorporated into your planning projects.

5:30 – 7:00 P.M. AWARDS RECEPTION

Castle Room
Conference Center

The APA Colorado Board and Awards Committee invite you to come celebrate the 2018 Chapter Award winners at our annual reception. Learn more about the award-winning projects at the display tables. Light appetizers and drinks will be served.
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8:00 – 9:30 A.M.  BREAKFAST & ROUNDTABLE

1 CM
Room(s) – Red Cloud & Shavano

BREAKFAST WITH THE BOARD | COFFEE WITH COMMITTEES
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION FORUM

What ARE the Keystones of Planning?

Come enjoy breakfast while discussing important topics affecting Colorado, our Chapter, and other interest groups. Grab a plate, pick your topic and sit down with fellow planners to solve the problems of the world.

Topics include:

- Unlocking Tricky Redevelopment Opportunities
- Planning Equitable Places & Cities
- Designing Vibrant Ground Floors with Little to No Retail
- Branding & Placemaking in the Age of Internet Retail
- What does the diversity and equity planning look in Colorado?
- How can we help low-income, under-represented communities be more active in the planning process?
- What are some innovative strategies we could use to cultivate a variety of perspectives, experiences, backgrounds, talents, and interest to the planning profession?

9:30 – 9:45 A.M. BREAK | Sponsored by

Harmari by LTAS

9:00 – 11:00 A.M.  MOBILE WORKSHOPS

3 CMs  Creating Place: Silverthorne’s New Town Center

Meet at Registration Desk

Speakers:
- Mark Leidal, AICP ICMA | Assistant Town Manager, Town of Silverthorne
- Tim Fredregill | Development Executive, Milender White
- Chris Alleman | Producing Artistic Director, Lake Dillon Theatre Company
- Joshua Blanchard | Executive Director, Lake Dillon Theatre Company

See Silverthorne’s Comprehensive Plan coming to life, including new developments and investments such as the Performing Arts Theater, Rainbow Park expansion, and Fourth Street Crossing. Discover how the conversion of a “through way” state highway, is planned to become the core of Silverthorne’s downtown. Public-private partnerships were key to making it happen.

3 CMs  Buy It to Save It: Open Space Preservation in the Lower Blue River Basin

Meet at Registration Desk

Speakers:
- Brian Lorch | Director, Summit County Open Space & Trails

Buy It to Save It: Open Space Preservation in the Lower Blue River Basin

CANCELED
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9:30 – 12:00 P.M.  WORKSHOPS

2.5 CMs
Room(s) - Torrey III & IV

Planning for Uncertainty - An Overview and Demonstration of Exploratory Scenario Planning

Speakers:
- Jeremy Stapleton, LEED AP | Director of Climate Resilience, Sonoran Institute | Sponsor!
- Marjo Curgus | Principal, Del Corazon Consulting
- Harold Thomas | Manager of Climate Resilience, Sonoran Institute | Sponsor!
- Jim Holway, FAICP | Director of Babbitt Center for Land & Water Policy at the Lincoln Institute | Sponsor!

How can you better prepare your community for an uncertain future? What are the driving forces of change you are most uncertain about? The magnitude and direction of climate change? The future health of the local economy? How will your planning strategies hold up in the future? What plausible futures must you prepare for? How are your long-range planning resources best invested? Exploratory scenario planning is disrupting traditional planning and decision making. It can help identify the solutions that would prove the most robust and resilient to the universe of futures that you, your community, your business or your industry may face. Learn to plan to prosper, despite what your future may hold. Panelists will engage participants in a hands-on demonstration of the process and tools available to planners using a case addressing Colorado’s water and growth future. Walk away empowered with an experience to inspire your own planning and knowledge of how to facilitate an Exploratory Scenario Planning process so your plans are flexible and responsive to the future.

2.5 CMs
Room - Grays Peak III

PLANNING COMMISSIONER WORKSHOP: Breaking It Down

Speakers:
- Anne Miller, AICP | Senior Planner, Colorado Department of Local Affairs, Community Development Office
- Eric Heil, Esq., AICP | Heil Law & Planning | Sponsor!

Join this interactive workshop to break down what every planner, planning commissioner, and elected official should know about planning including land use law, public hearings, and best practices. From decision-making tips to hot planning topics in Colorado, you’ll be sure to leave with new information, tools, and contacts. The workshop will include breakout discussions on running effective public hearings, housing, and other hot topics.

SILVER SPONSORS
### NETWORKING HOUR | AARP & Healthy Communities Committee

**Room - Grays Peak I**

AARP and the Healthy Communities Committee invite you to attend our networking hours. You’ll learn about the organizations then pick your topic at one of the discussion tables. Topics will center on healthy communities and again in place. Drinks and snacks provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9:45 – 10:45 A.M.</th>
<th>BREAKOUTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**1 CM**

**Room(s) - Crestone I & II**

**LAW: Designing Neighborhoods and Architecture for Attainable Housing in Colorado (0.5 LAW CMs)**

**Speakers:**
- Kenneth Puncerelli, RLA, MBA | CEO, LAI Design Group
- David Clinger, RLA | Founder, David A. Clinger & Associates

This session will take the audience through planning and architectural techniques that create affordable solutions for housing and neighborhood design in Colorado and the mountain west. Topics discussed include: site selection, how to use design to enrich a project without breaking the bank, understanding residential density, how to use density to create diversity and a sense of place that overcomes the stigmas associated with affordability.

**1 CM**

**Room(s) - Creston III & IV**

**Small Town tactics: Integrating tactical urbanism strategies into the public engagement and design process**

**Speakers:**
- Nicole Rebeck, MLA, LEED GA, EDAC | Designer & Planner, Design Workshop Inc.
- Marianne Stuck, LEED GA, LEED AP in ND, AICP | Urban Designer, Design Workshop Inc.
- Matt Pielsticker, AICP | Planning Director, Town of Avon Community Development Department

How can designers reach a wide audience in their public work? In Avon, Colorado, tactical urbanism strategies promote and test design ideas as an immersive public engagement tool to evaluate streetscape design concepts for Beaver Creek Boulevard. With perspectives from the client and the design team, this session will introduce the project and process to promote the integration of tactical urbanism strategies into the planning and design process.

**1 CM**

**Room(s) - Torrey I & II**

**The Chautauqua Access Management Plan: A Bold TDM Plan That Worked**

**Speakers:**
- Kathleen Bracke, AICP | GO Boulder Manager, City of Boulder
- Mary Ann Mahoney | CEO, Boulder Convention & Visitors Bureau
- Melissa Yates, CAPP | Access & Parking Manager, City of Boulder
- Jessica Hernandez, AICP | Senior Transportation Planner, Apex Design

Join the City of Boulder’s traffic engineer, transit planner, parking department chief, and a neighborhood resident to learn how the Chautauqua Access Management Plan pilot program became a success story. The pilot was an innovative multi-departmental effort that integrated parking management, free shuttle service, and employee TDM to encourage the use of non-automobile modes to access Chautauqua Park.
FRIDAY – OCTOBER 5, 2018

10:45 – 11:00 A.M. BREAK | Sponsored by

11:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M. NETWORKING HOUR | Youth In Planning Committee

Workshop Leaders:
- Wade Broadhead, AICP | YIP Committee Chair
- Michelle Stephens, AICP | APA Colorado Chapter President

Room - Grays Peak I
The Youth In Planning Committee is launching the Youth Planning Summit program in Colorado. If you are interested in hosting this event in your community, come get educated. And speaking of education, ask us about our K-12 Planning in Schools toolkit. Drinks provided.

11:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M. BREAKOUTS

1 CM Room(s) - Crestone I & II
Land Use Planning and Wildfire: The Summit County Approach

Speakers:
- Jim Curnutte, AICP | Community Development Director, Summit County
- Dan Schroder | CSU Extension Director, Summit County

The wildfire season of 2017 made it clear that wildfire can have destructive effects in the urban, suburban, rural, and forested communities across the nation. Is your community immune from wildfire? Are your master plans, subdivision plans, land use and development code and building codes interacting with each other? Does your area have a Community Wildfire Protection Plan? Attend this session to understand how Summit County, Colorado, established an improved framework to integrate wildfire hazard reduction and land use planning.

1 CM Room(s) - Crestone III & IV
Moving the Needle on Healthy Food Access

Moderator:
- Michele Scanze, MS, MPH | Project Planner, Toole Design Group

Speakers:
- Jill Strange | Farmers Market SNAP Coordinator, Boulder County Public Health
- Wendy Moschetti, MURP | Director of Food Systems, LiveWell Colorado
- Gretchen Armijo, LEEP, AICP | Built Environment Administrator, City of Denver Department of Environmental Health

Access to healthy food options is an important element of thriving, healthy communities. This panel presentation will highlight Colorado case studies that have moved the needle on increasing food access. The audience will hear from three panelists: City and County of Denver, Boulder County Public Health and LiveWell Colorado. Attendees will learn about planning efforts, funding strategies and opportunities for local government to engage in food access programs. Wendy Peters will share her work as LiveWell Colorado’s Director of Food Systems, including her work completing Food Access Assessments. Jill Strange will present on Boulder County Public Health’s Double Up Food Buck program, which provides access to fresh, local healthy food for low-income families. Gretchen Armijo will present on the City and County of Denver’s health impact assessment and neighborhood plans that emphasize increasing access to healthy food.

There will be ample time for attendees to ask questions and discuss how to get started with food access and food system planning. Attendees will leave this session feeling enthused to bring best practices and lessons learned into their own communities! This session will be moderated by Michele Scanze, committee co-chair of APA CO’s Healthy Communities Committee.
1 CM  
KEYS OF CHARACTER: BRANDING PLANS, PROJECTS AND PLACES  
Room(s) - Torrey I & II

Speakers:
- Matt Ashby, AICP, CUD | Urban Planner, Ayers & Associates | Sponsor!
- Ben Muldrow | Branding Strategist, Arnett Muldrow & Associates

How can planners compete for the hearts and minds of stakeholders in the era of tweets and memes? Savvy marketing and branding is an essential skill for community advocates to ensure that important local issues don’t get lost amongst competing narratives. We’ll explore how branding strategies can be applied to plans, projects, and places to ensure storylines capture the attention of stakeholders and move them to action.

12:00 – 1:30 P.M.  
ROUNDTABLES

1 CM  
WHEN GENERATIONS COLLIDE – PLANNING’S MULTIGENERATIONAL OFFICE  
Room(s) – Grays Peak 3

Speakers:
- Josh Olhava, AICP | Principal Planner, City of Broomfield
- Kirk Oglesby, AICP | Code Compliance Manager, City of Broomfield
- TJ Dlubac, AICP | Senior Planning Manager, RG & Associates | Sponsor!

The planning offices of today and into the future are comprised of many diverse groups of individuals in four distinctively unique generations. But how different are these groups? Together let’s explore how we can embrace the differences, overcome the challenges, recognize the opportunities, and foster collaboration and leadership in the modern planning office. Come solve the age defining question: What is this sign (#)? - A number sign; A pound sign; An octothorpe; or A hashtag.

1 CM  
EXPANDING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT REACH AND EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH THE USE OF ONLINE TOOLS  
Room – Red Cloud/Shavano

Speakers:
- Amber Wesner, MA in Organizational Leadership, Leadership ICMA, Leadership in Police Organizations through IACP | City Planner, City of Golden
- Casey Earp | Engagement Manager, Bang the Table

Online community engagement is 100% necessary in today’s technology obsessed environment. Learn how local planners can use and have used tools and a platform to extend their reach to greater numbers of stakeholders who might otherwise have remained uninvolved. Presenters will review challenges they faced when it came to discussions about short-term rentals, affordable housing, and future (infrastructure) investments, and how the deployment of online tools has expanded these discussions to include voices and opinions that were traditionally anecdotal.

SILVER SPONSORS

AECOM  
Heil Law & Planning, LLC

Bohanann Huston
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**1:00 – 4:00 P.M. MOBILE WORKSHOP**

3 CMs  Downtown Breckenridge: Art, Culture, and History

*Meet at Registration Desk*

**Speakers:**
- Julia Puester, AICP | Planning Manager, Town of Breckenridge
- Becca Spiro | Director of Learning & Engagement, Breckenridge Creative Arts
- Larissa O’Neil | Executive Director, Breckenridge Heritage Alliance

Stroll thru downtown Breckenridge and experience one of the State’s largest and carefully preserved historic districts. Learn how the Town’s historic district standards, infill development, and adaptive reuse are preserving the unique character of the community. See the new arts district and campus in the core of Town where events, classes, and performances compliment the vibrant commercial core.

**2:45 – 3:00 P.M. NETWORKING HOUR | Public Officials**

*Room - Grays Peak I*

**Workshop Leader:**
- Greg Roy, AICP | Planner I, Town of Silverthorne

Take a break and come mix and mingle with fellow elected and appointed officials. Talk about “hot topic” issues in your community. Compare development stories, or simply ask questions. This is your hour.

**1:45 – 2:45 P.M. BREAKOUTS**

1 CM  An Innovative Approach to Stormwater Management, Multi-Modal Transportation and Placemaking

*Room(s) - Crestone I & II*

**Speakers:**
- Beth Vogeslang, AICP | Principal Owner, OV Consulting
- Chris Parezo, AICP | Principal, Civitas
- Don Jacobs, PE | Principal Engineer, Enginuity-ES

Join experts in transportation, urban design, and hydrology as they present an innovative, community driven approach to storm water management planning in Denver’s Upper Montclair Basin. This session will detail the team’s pioneering methodology to create placemaking and community health benefits through storm water system design, highlighted by a reimagining of Hale Parkway as an open channel greenway, park, and multi-modal corridor. Attendees will learn key strategies and best practices for implementing sustainable, community-driven storm water management plans.

1 CM  All I Want is a Job

*Room(s) - Torrey I & II*

**Speakers:**
- Don Elliott, FAICP | Director, Clarion Associates | Sponsor!
- Jeff Romine | Chief Economist & Strategic Advisor, City & County of Denver
- Shay Coburn | Town Planner, Town of Ridgway
- Elizabeth Fischer | Warren Village Workforce Development Taskforce

This session will explore major trends in areas of the employment economy that are expanding, those that are contracting, and the implications for future land use planning and regulation in Colorado communities. The focus will be on changes in demand for unskilled and semi-skilled jobs and the personal service, tourism, retail, personal care, and technology sectors and what those changes mean for future demand for various types of development.
Building Long-Term Relationships with Elected Officials that Achieve Results

Speaker:
• Sam Mamet | Executive Director, Colorado Municipal League

As a planner, you understand the importance of setting goals, long-term objectives, and measurable outcomes. Having the buy-in of your municipality’s elected officials is critical. Who are these mysterious city council or town board members and what are their main priorities, goals, and aspirations? The Colorado Municipal League (CML) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization serving the advocacy, information, and training needs of municipalities across the state.

During this session, attendees will hear from CML’s executive director Sam Mamet, who has worked closely with thousands of elected officials from cities and towns of all sizes and regions, giving him unique insight into what makes them “tick!” He’ll share what their priorities are, the issues that keep them up at night, and their approaches to the planning process. He’ll also provide suggestions for how to engage with your newly elected officials and strategies for effectively communicating the importance of your community’s strategic plan.

Incorporating Resilience in Downtown Plans

Speakers:
• Harry Brennan | Senior Planner / Designer, Winter & Company
• Randy Hunt, AICP | Community Development Director, Town of Estes Park
• Steve Lane, AIA LEED AP | Founder & Principal, BAS1S

This session will explore opportunities to integrate resilience principles into a Downtown planning process. Adopted in January 2018, the Estes Park Downtown Plan and process sought ways to achieve placemaking, economic, and transportation objectives through creative design solutions that also addressed serious flooding concerns. Resilience was incorporated at every turn, from overarching principles to framework design objectives to detailed conceptual design.
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3:00 – 4:30 P.M.  CLOSING SESSION

1-1.5 CMs  
Room(s) - Red Cloud & Shavano

Moving on from the Keystone to the Cornerstone...or the just the stone

Hang in there; you’re almost done. It’s time to sit back and let it all soak in as a few of Colorado’s most passionate, fastest speaking and funniest planners take the stage to inspire you...in 7 minutes or less. Stick around afterwards for our closing reception.

Presentations & Speakers:

- A Dublin Fairy-tale: Car clustered plaza transformed into pedestrian paradise | Adam O’Brien I Engineer, Atkins Global
- Aug City: The Cyber-Spatial Impacts of Augmented Reality on the Field of Urban Planning | Colton Berck | Planner, Town of Eagle
- Lost in Translation | Scott Toillion, AICP | Planning Director, St. Vrain Valley School District
- How Resourceful Humans Become Human Resources | Rachel Trignano and Katherine Correll | Downtown Colorado Inc.
- Things That Make You Go Hmmm... | Derek Holcomb, AICP | Deputy Community Development Director, City of Centennial
- Human Needs as the Keystone of Planning | Nate Owens, AICP | Socioeconomic Planner, City of Aurora

4:30 – 5:30 P.M.  CLOSING RECEPTION

Time to cast off, but before you leave celebrate the end of another conference. Grab a little sustenance for the road home with some light appetizers and beverages.

5:30 P.M. - ??  PUB CRAWL

Head over to Frisco for the annual Pub Crawl. Reference your map to see the schedule for each bar!
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